EI's South Wales YPN Hub Officially Launches

CARDIFF - The Energy Institute's Young Professionals Network (EI YPN) has expanded into South Wales with the official launch of the South Wales Hub at Gwdihw in Cardiff. The hub is part of the Energy Institute’s South West and South Wales (SWSW) Young Professionals Network.

EI members and young energy professionals from industry and academia joined together for the launch, sponsored by Amber Energy.

The SWSW Branch YPN mentor Dr Ian Weslake-Hill and SWSW Branch Treasurer Rhys Roberts gave the participants a background about the EI from its beginnings to the present day and its effect on the YPN launch.

Ian Beynon FEI, Head of Energy Reduction and Engineering at Amber Energy and the youngest to have become a Fellow of the Energy Institute (FEI), graced the audience about his experiences with the Energy Institute and how it shaped his career, encouraging future like-minded young professionals to do their best in their careers and participate with the different programs and activities of the EI.

With the success of the launch, the Hub will continue to encourage more young professionals to join in its activities. The SWSW YPN South Wales Hub committee members Flora Davies, Maria Pilar de Dios, and Jonas Marie Dumdum encourage interested parties to watch out for more activities in the coming months.

Following the success of the South Wales Hub launch the SWSW YPN committee is looking for volunteers to join the Oxford, Bristol and Peninsula YPN Hub committees. If you would like to be part of the continuing success of the SWSW YPN please contact Callum Duffy (callum.duffy@logosgeoservices.com)